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Corrigendum

Page3, paragraph 11

Canada refers to the provisions of article XI:2(c)(i) in its notification of a

global import quota on all types of cheese (L/4l87).
Page6, paragraph 20

Since the document was issued India has ceased invoking Airticle XXXV in respect
of Portugal and vice versa.

Page 7, paragraphs 25 and 26

Delete paragraph 25; renumber paragraph 26 tc become paragraph 25.

Add a new paragraph 26 as follows:

"The safeguard clauses contained in the Polish, Romanian and Hungarian
Protocols of Accossion, are described in paragraph 36 of the secretariats
factual note MTN/3D/l. The Australian delegation requested information
on certain other provisions of these Protocols."

Page 8, paragraph 28

Delete the first sentence and the first word of the second sentence and replace
by the following:

"The provisions of the Protocols of Accession of Romaniaand Hungary
are similar to those contained in the Polish Protocol, but contain certain
differences. Inter alia,while the Protocol of Poland does not define the
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and ofthe transitional period, those of Romania and Hungary provide
for undertakings to remove discriminatory restrictions against these
countries progressively with the objective to eliminate them before
the end of 1974. If, for exceptional reasons, restrictions are still
in force on 1 January 1975, a Working. Party, will examine them with a
view to their elimination." (BISD, 18th Supplemeitpage 5; and
20th supplement, page 3.)

Page 11, paragraph39

In the first line "invokes" should read "invoked".

Page 12, Table 1

Delete the French action on horsemeat which was revoked on 30 December 1971
(L/4182).

Delete the Greek action on tyres which has been terminated.

Page13, Table 1

Delete the United States actions on sheet glass and wilton and velvet
carpets(L/4188).


